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UDALL JOINS BROWN FOR ENVIRONMENTAL CONFERENCE

The CDAC plays an important role in the City's Community Development Block Grant Program (CDBG), a federally funded program that provides funds to local governments for projects benefiting low to moderate income residents and certain targeted neighborhoods in the City. Past projects include neighborhood park renovations, housing rehabilitation loans and grants, and the construction of community centers, such as the proposed San Antonio MultiPurpose Senior Service Center. As in prior years, the CDAC will gather suggestions, neighborhood meeting recommendations from the City and picks leaders for the CDAC. The CDAC will hold meeting sessions in December to review and approve the recommendations to the city. The meeting sessions will be held in December to review and approve the recommendations to the city. The meeting sessions will be held to set the agenda for the CDAC's next meeting.

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT OPENINGS

The City's Office of the Community Development Advisory Committee (CDAC), or CDBG, has two positions currently open. The positions, which will be filled by the City Council and will be filled by the City Council and will be filled by the City Council, will be filled by the City Council.

DEADLINE 9 A.M.

SENATE PRESIDENT PRO TEMPORE DAVID ROBERTS (right) presented Los Angeles County Supervisor Gilbert Lindsey with a California Legislature's Resolution commending the City of Los Angeles for its outstanding service in the City of Los Angeles and particularly its Black Community. "Our hearts are of the brilliant examples of public service and deep personal commitment to community development and social programs," Senator Roberts said. The resolution was authored by Assemblyman Ellis Harris, declared August 27 "Gilbert Lindsey Day," Roberts, who represents Los Angeles County, was presented with the resolution.

Thank You

Perhaps you sent a lovely card. Perhaps you a s a quiet in a chair. Perhaps you sent a lovely card. Perhaps you a s a quiet in a chair. Perhaps you sent a lovely card. Perhaps you a s a quiet in a chair.

Elliott Dion Archie Dies in Auto Crash

On a cloudy Sunday morning last week, Elliott Dion Archie, 26, of Riverside was killed in a traffic accident on his way home from work. Archie, 26, of Riverside was killed in a traffic accident on his way home from work.

CORRECTION

The first paragraph of the Diana Archie story was omitted last week. It should have read:

Elliott Dion Archie was born on June 14, 1963 to Elliott Dion Archie and Norma Archie in San Bernardino, California. Elliott Dion Archie, who represented the Dion Archie story, was born in Riverside on September 20, 1981, at Main Street City Hall. His father, Riverside County Manager Dr. George Brown, declared August 27 "Gilbert Lindsey Day," Roberts, who represents Los Angeles County, was presented with the resolution.
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This task. At our 8:00 a.m. service the Rev. Valarie Lamaze exercises, prenatal Los Angeles, San Bernardino, Orange and Riverside counties; get ready Pomona because Mt. Zion is about winning spiritual outburst!

Later with this last service beginning at 3:30 p.m. for Preganant Teens and Kathryn Birdsong from the Mt. Moriah Baptist and Mateh exercise classes, chosen three of the ablest women around to handle RIVERSIDE- The Riverside this task. At our 8:00 a.m. service the Rev. Valerie YWCA is offering many final touchdown for God this day will be Rev. Minnie lessons, oil painting, health good to have been here. "special activities, stop in at Perkins School of Theology and $20 for non-members.

For our theme we've chosen this subject: Avenue, Riverside, on Wed-

Let me just say don't be on the sideline but rather class es, parenting classes and to strive to become worthy of a rift from her and not as a responsibility placed upon her.


to women this fall. In Bernardino will get things under way. Right behind call 688-6531.

To examine and expound on this theme we've Mills, LVN, Certified Child-
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Affirmative Action Under The Gun

Now it is likely that offenders won't be cut off from lucrative federal contracts and the EEOC may return to the policy of emphasizing individual complaints, even though it is clear that it would have the resources to handle them spontaneously. Importantly, the EEOC's administrative structure, its main impact is in streamlining the work of the private sector's technology-oriented assessors. A federal slowdown could only encourage the use of the private sector that would prefer not to put in equal employment opportunity..

The rationale for the federal slowdown is found in the administration's deregulation regulations it says harmonizing private efficiency and economic development. That's an important issue because it would just not be dealt with where applied by equal employment. Suppose, if anything, a firm regulatory bend encourages private employers to act in their own best interests, helping them overcome racism within their communities.

Thens in the civil rights laws and regulations, many American companies have been able to overcome discriminatory hiring practices and to take advantage of all the human resources our society has to offer. That is no accident. Companies with strong affirmative action programs are also leaders in our industries and among the most efficient and profitable companies.

Many of them will continue to implement affirmative action programs, regardless of contrary signals from Washington. But companies whose hiring records are still not as good as they should be will still face pressure from labor unions and some of the congressional committees.

The ERA is for White women, Betty. It ain't for Black women. The real issue is an issue of Black women's equality. The exact intentional wording of the bill under debate by the women's alliance, the ERA in this form will, for Black women, forever give the concept of the ERA to be about the rights of the man as well as the woman. It's only hope that new Roy Wilkinses will emerge to lead that struggle.
MAYOR AB’S NOTES

Items of General Interest to the Citizens of Riverside

Development. Black Grant funding. CDBG is a federal program that provides funds to local governments across the United States. The funds are to be used to develop better housing for low-income families, individuals or public housing, affordable mortgages, and meet the needs of senior citizens and the handicapped. It’s a fail-safe and citizen input is essential. Neighborhood meetings will be held this month and October to discuss Neighborhood Advisory Committees for various areas of the city. The meetings will be held at 7:30 p.m. in the following locations:

- The Downtown Area Sept. 30 at the Rotary Club, 890 Main Street.
- The Arlington Area Oct. 1 at Stratton Center, 800 Palm Avenue.
- The Casa Blanca Area Oct. 3 at the House of Neighborly Service, 790 Casa Blanca Street.
- The Arts & Culture Area Oct. 15 at 760 Community Center.
- The Casa Madrid Area Oct. 15 at the Casa Madrid, 790 University Avenue.

If you crochet, knit, embroider or do any type of craftwork, you can help the Friends of the Mission Inn. They are seeking donations for their first Annual Christmas Bazaar. The proceeds from the Bazaar will be used to support the Friends project of restoring our great Mission Inn. They will all be held at 7:30 p.m. on the following dates:

- The Downtown Area Sept. 30 at the Rotary Club, 890 Main Street.
- The Arts & Culture Area Oct. 15 at 760 Community Center.
- The Casa Madrid Area Oct. 15 at the Casa Madrid, 790 University Avenue.

The information is available in your neighborhood in the new Riverside County Cultural Resources Guide. You can enter the location of your interest, performing arts or crafts, and activities.
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Here I go again, tape recorder in hand with Bobby Bonds, Outfielder for the Cubs. Bobby spoke of the strong people in many fields who came from Riverside. He said however, one of the greatest honors to him was naming the Bobby Bonds Sports Complex (on University) after him. "...that is the highest compliment someone can pay...usually it's only given when someone passes away."

"My goal at RCC is to be a moderator for radio station KILT. "The interview focused on family, home, and the friendship" of players and those working with the players. From Manager Tommy LaRonde to Dusty Baker and Jim Hill. Dusty shared a photo of his 5 year old daughter and Bobby talked of home in Riverside. "That is home, I don't care where we get in the world I pick up my birth certificate and it says Riverside, Cal." said Bobby, when mother and family still reside in the city. Dusty's parents are in Sacramento, Cal.

The interview focused on family, home, and the friendship of players and those working with the players. From Manager Tommy LaRonde to Dusty Baker and Jim Hill. Dusty shared a photo of his 5 year old daughter and Bobby talked of home in Riverside. "That is home, I don't care where we get in the world I pick up my birth certificate and it says Riverside, Cal." said Bobby, when mother and family still reside in the city. Dusty's parents are in Sacramento, Cal.

A Good Sports Information Program is Needed

"A good sports information program is needed for accuracy, success and total objectivity in reporting athletic news," he added. "The will disseminate information about the men and women's intercollegiate athletics programs at RCC." Oliver, a native of Riverside, is a graduate of John H. North High School. He earned a bachelor's degree in journalism from Texas Southern University in Houston in 1981.

While attending TUH, he played football for three years as wide receiver and was a member of the track team. He also served as president of Omega Psi Phi fraternity, president of the T.U.H. chapter of Sigma Delta Chi Society of Professional Journalists, a member of the University Program Council and a member of the National Organization of Black University and College Students.

"My goal at RCC is to follow the principles of a good sports information program, while serving as sports publisher," Oliver said.

RCC Appoints Oliver Sports Publicist Chumley & Z Beauty and Barber Supply Co.
300 West Adams St., Los Angeles, California 90013
(213) 896-0037 (213) 443-5121

ATTENTION

Stop looking for Black Hair Care & Cosmetics Produced By Chumley & Z Beauty & Barber Supply Co. Home delivery service deliver your needs in black hair care to your home.

We carry a complete national brand name product line, and sell them at a 3% less than over the retail counter name prices.

Let Chumley & Z come into your home and take care of your black hair care and Cosmetics needs.
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STANDING ON THE FRONT PORCH of Lawrence Hilton Jacobs, he told Black Voice, Entertainment Editor, "I've always wanted to be in an actor ever since dirt was invented!"

Lawrence Hilton Jacobs, a 27-year-old product of New York's dirt was invented! His first ials. been a life long desire as he actor be stays busy doing a STANDING ON THE FRONT PORCH of Lawrence Hilton

Celebrity Forum With Lawrence Hilton Jacobs

He lives in a very small place because he says, "I can give the person who will come to see "Boom Boom Washinton" in yet another role."

Also during the time the<br />

Another about the time Cooley High was released. Rather prominent and Hilton was an instant star and a sex symbol. He was asked about his success and replied, "Before I did the movie, I was just another ugly dude."

"I don't want to look back at the past," Hilton said. "I have a very important role in my life, and it d does not seem to be in the near future."

"Once in a Wife Time" a play portraying an American man who dreams like an African and wishes to live with two wives as Africans men can. An infinite run, at the Ebony Showcases in Los Angeles.

George Benson, at the Greek Theatre, September 29th, at 8 p.m.

Patrice Rushen, September 22nd, Rose Auditorium, 8 p.m.

Billy Cobham, at the Greek Theatre, September 29th, One night only.

Miles Davis, at the Hollywood Bowl September 25th.

The San Bernardino-rams Area African Chap- ter of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority Inc., will be pres- enting their Fifth Annual Full Fashion Show and Lun- chan "A College Of Color," at El Ranchos Country Club, Monday October 18, 1982, at 5 p.m.

The Sabrinas will be from "Jan Me," designer Gloria Gooden Grey, a local talent with twenty-two years of experience in the fashion world. Ms. Gooden Grey re-

Monterey Jazz Festival, September 16th, 17th and 18th, starring Billy Eckstine, Cal Tjader and Kiki Vaughan plus many more.

In Concert: Patrice Rushen, September 22nd, Rialto Bowl.

JAZZ FESTIVAL:

Delaware's 5th Annual Fashion Show

The San Bernardino-Ri-
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 AMC music

MUSIC IS OUR MIDDLE NAME!

ALVIN'S MUSIC CENTER

1705 West Base Line
San Bernardino

Telephone (714) 885-5180

LARGEST SELECTION OF TAPES & RECORDS IN THE SAN BERNARDINO AREA

• JEWELRY
• SMOKING ACCESSORIES
• INCENSE
• CAR STEREO
• GIFT ITEMS
• CAR SPEAKERS as low as $21.95
• ALL SIZES AND SHAPES
• TAPES
• RECORDS

In addition to "Boom Boom Washinton," Hilton has another role on the way. "I'm very excited about the part I'll be doing," Hilton said. "I've been working on it for a long time, and I can't wait to see it on stage."
Local 2869 Vote To Unanimously Support Solidarity Day

Pomona, Frank Anglin, President of Local 2869 of the United Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners of America, representing workers at Fontana's Kaiser Steel plant, has announced his lead union's "full support" for the Solidarity Day march in Riverside on September 19. Anglin reported that the union voted unanimously to sponsor the event and endorse the rally's program, and later twice voted to donate union money toward the expenses of the march.

"Unions are under attack," states Anglin. "I believe in unions - what other organization does the worker have to defend him? We will be showing up on September 19th at 10:00 a.m. in Riverside City Hall to show that we have allies in the community, and bold soliders that were deterred to defend the union movement." From City Hall the march will proceed 10th Avenue, and a program of music and later speeches, including Rep. Bob Litt and others, will be held.
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To continue all it is doing for the health and life of the black community and rural areas where health care is hard to find.
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